
Hotel Swiss Chalet

If you booked our Swiss Chalet Airport pick-up service - then the below

instructions will help you to make your arrival at the airport and your meeting the

Swiss Chalet pick-up service driver at the Airport easier. Please read carefully or

better print out these instructions for your convenience.

Dear Guest - Welcome in the Philippines

We hope you had a comfortable Flight.

We have arranged your transport from Manila Airport to Angeles City and you will

find/locate your Transport/Driver as follow:

Arrival at Terminal 1 (all flights except Philippine Airlines).1.

After leaving the plan you will first pass through immigration.2.

Then you will proceed directly to the luggage claim area.3.

Once you claimed your luggage, go straight ahead for customs

clearance. There you will have to present your immigration card, that

has been stamped by the immigration officer.

4.

Go straight ahead, passing through the sliding doors. Now you are in

the arrival hall, where you will probably be assaulted by many Hotel

Drivers. Tell them that you have a transport waiting for you and just

ignore them.

5.

Keep going straight ahead leaving the Arrival Hall by passing through

the sliding doors.

6.

Outside the Terminal/Arrival Hall look for the zebra crossing.7.

Look across the street, where you will see a sign above the sidewalk

that says "GREETERS AREA".

8.

Cross the street to get to the "GREETERS AREA" and go down the

ramp to your RIGHT to get to the main reception area, which is one

floor down at ground level.

9.

Stop under the sign "BAY 15" and look across the street. Your driver is

waiting behind the fence, holding a Swiss Chalet sign, wearing a Swiss

Chalet T-shirt or Polo shirt and Baseball cap.

10.

Walk across the street once you locate him.11.

It's important that you follow the above instructions. Should you have any doubts,

please do not hesitate to contact us.

Below schematic drawing hopefully clears up any doubts:
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When crossing the road toward the ramp, you should see below:
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Additional information for you:

Our Address:

Hotel Swiss Chalet

A.Santos Street - corner Real Street

Balibago Angeles City

Philippines

If you can't find our driver, please call the Swiss

Chalet at:

045 625 4722 or 045 888 2618 or 0921 728 1742

eMail:  or

Our driver will display a

Swiss Chalet sign with your

name as seen in the picture

above.

We are looking forward meeting you

With Best Regards

Hans Hofmann and his Swiss Chalet Team

Here you find these information in printer friendly PDF format (270 KB)
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